


Job Advertisement

Great Yarmouth Charter Academy
Head of Physics/Teacher of Physics
Salary: MPR/UPR + TLR2
Full time, Permanent
Starting September 2021

We are seeking to appoint an enthusiastic, inspiring and ambitious Head of Physics/Teacher of
Physics.  You will need to be an outstanding Teacher of Physics, with a commitment and
passion for our vision of excellence and championing aspirational educational standards for all
young people. We are presently oversubscribed at Year 7 and are opening a sixth form in
September 2022 where the Sciences, Engineering, Technology and Mathematics will form the
basis of our options.

The successful candidate will be required to lead an ambitious team of talented teachers to
refine and implement our Science curriculum. They will play a key role in developing the sixth
form curriculum over the next academic year. They will also monitor and improve student
progress to make sure that every child is achieving their literary potential. This key role will give
you the opportunity to work with senior leaders and the subject team on curriculum
development and play an important part in creating a department that aims to set the
standard nationally. You will have a willingness to work with the wider Inspiration Trust team to
deliver an exceptional knowledge rich curriculum.

As part of the Inspiration Trust, twice ranked the top comprehensive schools group for pupil
progress to GCSE, we offer high-quality, personalised professional development in addition to
excellent career development opportunities. You will have the opportunities to help your
career flourish, in a supportive and stimulating environment.

If you require any further information about role and the science department, please contact
Julie Collins, PA to the Principal, at juliecollins@inspirationtrust.org

To apply for this role click the button on this page to complete the online application form.

Closing date for applications: Midday, Monday 15th March 2021

Interview date: w/c 22nd March 2021

Inspiration Trust is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and

young people, and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment.

All staff appointments are subject to satisfactory references and enhanced Disclosure and

Barring Service checks. We are an equal opportunities employer.

mailto:juliecollins@inspirationtrust.org


Great Yarmouth Charter Academy

Welcome from the Principal

Thank you for your interest in this post at Great Yarmouth Charter Academy.

I am delighted to be leading Charter on the next stage of its development. Our aim is for our
pupils to reach the top of the pyramid in society by being able to compete on an even footing
with all pupils nationally. To achieve this we believe strongly in the following virtues:

● Prudence
● Justice
● Temperance
● Fortitude

As a school we live these virtues on a daily basis and they have been the foundation of the
improvements at Charter since its inception. To support this we ensure the following:

● Consistent classroom and social routines are in place at all times
● High standards of expected behaviour, where teachers can teach and pupils can learn
● A curriculum that is rigorous, academic and carefully sequences
● A respectful community where teachers and pupils work together

Leaders and staff are highly visible at Charter, by working together as a team we support all our
pupils to grow and develop further. As pupils move through Charter we teach them and expect
them to develop awareness of the following to support their academic progress:

● Speak confidently in full sentences using advanced subject-specific vocabulary
● Use standard English appropriate in context to speaking and writing
● Develop the habits of highly successful learners
● Avoid common high frequency errors
● Revisit and revise key knowledge so that it is memorised effectively

If this sounds like a place where you want to work and are interested in the post please do not
hesitate to contact me or my PA. We are unashamedly ambitious for our learners and staff. We
expect our pupils to leave Charter with high levels of attainment, tremendous progress and be
ready for the next stage of their education or life.

The next three to five years are going to be exciting for us all!

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kevin Blakey



The Importance of Science and this Role for GYCA

Science is a key subject for pupils at Great Yarmouth Charter, it has high prominence in the
curriculum and the present leadership team see it as a core subject alongside english and
maths. The department is led by an experienced Curriculum Leader who is an experienced
examiner. The performance trajectory before the pandemic was a positive one. Value added
jumped by half a grade from 2018 to 2019 and is again set to improve.

The science department is housed in a brand new science block consisting of thirteen labs,
three lectures rooms and two prep rooms. Every lab is equipped with a fume cupboard and the
latest interactive whiteboards. Three of the labs are purpose built for each of A level Biology,
Chemistry and Physics.

As Charter grows and more emphasis is placed on subject specificity the Curriculum Leader for
Science and the Principal have decided to reshape the TLR structure within the department,
moving from a traditional second in department to heads of subject. This change also coincides
with the exciting development of opening a sixth form at Charter in September 2022. The
successful candidate would be expected to lead on the development of the Sixth Form Physics
course  with the Curriculum Leader for Science.

GCSE Specification
Presently at Year 11 there are 31 pupils studying Triple Science with the rest of the cohort (143
pupils) taking Trilogy. The Triple scientists were predicted (before the last lockdown) an average
grade of 7. Trilogy pupils were predicted and average grades of 5-4.

In Year 10, there are 30 pupils studying triple science and 130 studying Trilogy.

We follow the AQA specification at GCSE and the successful Head of Physics will be involved in
deciding the exam board for A level physics.

Science Curriculum and Inspiration Trust

Great Yarmouth Charter Academy is part of the Inspiration Trust based in Norwich. Inspiration
Trust has just been named as the Teaching School Hub for Breckland, Great Yarmouth, South
Norfolk and Waveney. This will enable the Trust to support its schools by offering teacher and
leadership training and development.

The science department is part of a strong subject community organised by the Trust SSL. All
Curriculum Leaders and Heads of Subject contribute to this community by delivering training,
sharing resources and working together to ensure that all staff and pupils gain the best science
education.

The Trust science curriculum utilises the latest cognitive science research to provide a carefully
sequenced and fully resourced scheme of learning. An associated pedagogy ensures that not a
moment of learning time is wasted as pupils are equipped and inspired by a powerful schema
of scientific knowledge. The curriculum has been designed and built by the Trust science
community which spans eight secondary schools and is continually reviewed and refined in
response to its impact and the latest research.



The Inspiration Trust has a teacher training programme that has the role of training new
entrants to the profession in high-leverage knowledge-rich teaching. All of our schools are
actively involved in hosting our trainee teachers and our graduate science teachers provide a
vital role in ensuring that our growing community is served by high-quality new teachers.

Sixth Form 2022

Great Yarmouth Charter Academy will be opening a sixth form on its campus in September
2022. The leadership of the academy are presently discussing a traditional A level offer as well
as the viability of T Levels. The emphasis for our Sixth Form relates to Sciences, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics. The successful candidate for this role would be seen as a key
contributor to the curriculum, strategy, recruitment of pupils and developing links with local
industry.

Redeveloping facilities
As part of the sixth form development Charter has already seen funding provided to reshape
existing facilities to develop classrooms and a dedicated sixth form area. The academy has just
opened a brand new science block designed to ensure that the best science facilities are
available for pupils.


